
Benefits
- No registration or entry in the vehicle docu-

ments is necessary for this ECE-certified LED 
driving light2)

- Linear and homogenous light distribution
- Improved visibility and view in low light condi-

tions
- Lightweight and at the same time robust and re-

sistant
- Insensitive to shocks and the ingress of dust 

and water
- Simple and reliable cable connection
- Protection against overheating

Features
- Double ECE certification - 2 x ECE R112
- 36 long-life high-performance OSRAM LEDs 
- Combo-Beam (CB): combined near- and farfield 

illumination 
- Aluminum housing and shatterproof polycar-

bonate lens 
- Up to 6000 Kelvin and up to 6000 lumens
- Exceptionally long operating time with up to 

5000 hours
- Mounting material included in scope of supply
- IP protection class: IP67
- 2-year OSRAM Guarantee1)

1) Precise conditions at: www.osram.com/am-guarantee 
2) OSRAM LEDriving® Driving Lights are approved according to ECE regulations and may 
therefore be installed and operated on public roads. Please note: Special installation regu-
lations apply. In addition to ECE approval of the product, individual special requirements 
and legislation of the countries must be observed
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Bringing light to life mit den OSRAM LEDriving® 
driving and working lights

Considerable foresight on dark country roads, forest 
paths, off the beaten tracks, off-road and on-road- this 
can be achieved with the OSRAM LEDriving® Lightbar 
VX1000-CB SM. With its 36 powerful, high-performance 
OSRAM long-life LEDs, the VX1000-CB SM has a range 
of up to 525 meters and thus offers the driver impressive 
foresight on-road and off-road. The auxiliary headlight 
ensures conditions similar to daylight in twilight and re-
duced visibility due to external environmental influences 
with up to 6000 Kelvin. 
In addition the VX1000-CB SM scores with highest opti-
cal efficiency, a homogeneous light distribution, 
high-quality processed materials, such as the aluminum 
housing and the stable polycarbonate lens and a service 
life of up to 5000 hours. The OSRAM LEDriving® Lightbar 
VX1000-CB SM can lead to improved visibility for you 
and improved visibility of your vehicle by other road us-
ers, consequently increased safety on-road and off-
road. For this ECE certified LED driving light no registra-
tion and no entry in the vehicle documents is necessary2)

OSRAM LEDriving® Lightbar VX1000-CB SM

www.osram.com/automotive

Light is OSRAM


